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�CELEB GOSS

DID YOU 

KNOW?
The Titanic was built in 
Belfast, Ireland.

Beautiful boys
Well, CHILL-ers. Did you see 
One Direction’s performance 
at the closing ceremony of the 
London Olympic Games? Did they 
rock it or what? The fi ve-some 
didn’t seem bothered at all that 
they were playing the biggest gig 
of their lives, in front of BILLIONS 
of people watching all over the 
world. Eek! Niall Horan, Zayn Malik, 
Liam Payne, Harry Styles and Louis 
Tomlinson looked mega happy to 
be there and proved that they 
really are natural performers, 
belting out their hit song, What 
Makes You Beautiful, standing on top 
of a lorry. But the boys didn’t only 
rock it in song – they brought it in 
the fashion stakes, too. Zayn 
sported a cool new hairstyle as 
well as a mega fashionable trilby 
hat, while the rest of the boys 
looked pretty on-trend, too! 

Paradise lost?
Poor Karise Eden looks like fame 
might not be all it’s cracked up to 
be. The 20-year-old singer seems to 
be struggling with all the attention 
she’s been getting since winning 
Channel Nine’s The Voice 
competition in June. At a recent 
radio performance, Karise was 
really shy and seemed uncomfort-
able with getting her pic taken 
– not the best thing when you’re a 
mega star, Karise! She’s now on a 
well-deserved three-month holiday. 
“I think the fi rst couple of days 
I’m just going to stay inside and 
barricade myself off and turn the 
phone off and just relax,” Karise 
said. “It has been such a crazy few 
months. It will be good to sit back 
and think about, wow, what has just 
happened?” Don’t stay away too 
long, Karise – we’ll miss your voice!

Paris goes punk 
Ooh, it looks like little Paris 
Jackson defi nitely isn’t following in 
her dad’s footsteps. The 14-year-
old daughter of Michael Jackson, 
the late King of Pop, is looking way 
more punk than pop these days, 
posting this recent pic of herself 
on Twitter. Paris rocked with blue/
green streaks through her hair and 
a Rolling Stones T-shirt (old rock 
band – ask your parents!) teamed 
with a pair of cut-off shorts and 
some rather interesting ripped 
tights. Not to mention the rows 
number of bracelets on her arm 
and those pink and black striped 
. . . um . . . gloves/cuffs/sleeves? 
CHILL isn’t too sure that her 
dad would have thought her look 
was a Thriller!

timeHeroHero
CHILL Gang member Aaron gets the lowdown 
on author Steven Lochran and the characters in 

his superhero novel, Vanguard Prime: Goldrush

W
here did your inspi-
ration for Vanguard 
Prime: Goldrush 
come from? 
Funnily enough I’d 

written a fantasy book before this which 
I spent a lot of years trying to get pub-
lished and didn’t have any luck because 
really it was just terrible, so I knew I had 
to go back to the drawing board. 

I’ve always liked comics and I thought 
maybe I could do something with that. I 
was going through some old fi les on my 
computer and I found this superhero 
story I had written when I was 14. It was 
all about this kid getting dropped off at a 
facility by his parents where he’s going to 
be trained to become a superhero, and I 
thought that there was really something 
in that, and that I should try to 
resuscitate it.

Can you tell us a bit about the story? 
It’s all about a 14-year-old kid who joins 
a superhero team – it’s basically Alex 
Rider joins the X-Men. It’s a coming of 
age story; you’ve got action, adventure, 
superpowers and all that sort of stuff 
going on, but at the core of it is a young 
man learning what it means to grow up. 

Did you always want to be an author?
I did ever since I was six years old. That 
was when I wrote and drew my fi rst book 
– a picture book – and strangely enough 
it was inspired by a Chevy Chase movie, 
Funny Farm (which I don’t recommend 
kids watch because it’s not very good 

and the humour is a bit dated!). It’s all 
about a man who moves to the country 
and wants to write a novel and fails, but 
his wife ends up writing a story book all 
about a squirrel named Andy. For some 
reason I really liked that idea and I ended 
up writing a story about Andy, but I made 
him a possum. So my very fi rst book was 
Andy the possum. 

I was actually in the catch up class at 
school up through Year 2 because I had 
a hard time learning how to read and 
needed a little extra attention. Thankfully, 
I managed to get up to speed and from 
there developed a real love of reading.  

Do you have a favourite character 
from Vanguard Prime: Goldrush? 
It’s a little hard to separate them because 
they’ve all got different aspects to them 
that make them fun to write. I just 
fi nished writing book two, which focuses 
a lot more on The Knight of Wands 
character. That was a lot of fun to write 
because I fi nd him really fascinating. 
Speaking of favourite characters – let’s 

meet the rest of the Vanguard Prime 
team …

here did o r inspi
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GOLDRUSHGOLDRUSH

Alias: SAM LEE

Powers: Goldrush can run at incredible 
speeds and is protected by the force-
fi eld he generates whenever he’s in 
motion. His force-fi eld can be also used 
offensively, allowing him to cannonball 
into enemies.

AGENT ALPHAAGENT ALPHA

Alias: MICHAEL MALIK KHALID

Powers: Agent Alpha has the ability to 
absorb and rechannel all forms of 
energy. This allows him to fl y and gener-
ate power blasts, and gives him super-
human physical endurance – awesome! 

GAIAGAIA

Alias: UNKNOWN

Powers: Gaia has the ability to control 
the Earth’s elements, allowing her to fl y, 

throw fi reballs, generate 
earthquakes, summon 

tidal waves and 
speak with both 
fl ora and fauna.

THE KNIGHT OF WANDSTHE KNIGHT OF WANDS

Alias: ETHAN KNIGHTLEY

Powers: The Knight of Wands has 
conscious control over his body’s bio-
systems, giving him enhanced senses, 
an accelerated healing factor and a 
photographic memory. His laser-lance is 
a collapsible quarterstaff that doubles as 
an electronic lock pick and a non-lethal 
energy cannon. Jealous, much? 

MACHINAMACHINA

Alias: SAMANTHA SAINSBURY

Powers: Machina’s technopathic powers 
allow her to “talk” with machines, granting 
her mastery over anything with a 
computer processor. This includes 
the nanobots that the Vanguard Prime 
scientists have given her access to, with 
which she can shape any kind of machine 
she can imagine, including high-tech body 
armour and a wide array of weaponry.

�MAJOR BLACKTHORNE

Alias: DOMINIQUE BLACKTHORNE

Powers: Expert markswoman, hand-to-hand combatant and 
military tactician.

STEVEN LOCHRAN


